PUBLICATIONS OF THE RUSSIAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL LIBRARIES

PERIODICALS

SCHOOL LIBRARY
Professional information and methodological journal for specialists, organizing library service for children and youth.
Main headings: "Reading Culture", "Upgrading Qualification", "Focus on the Region", "Conferences, Meetings, Materials", "Bibliographer Recommends", "Scenarios".
Circulation: 5 issues in six months. No issues in June and July.

CHITAÏKA (READ-ON!)
"Chitaïka" opens to young learners the way into a fascinating world of books. The main characters of the magazine—a boy named Chitaïka and a wise Owlet—travel from issue to issue across the fairy world of books, merrily, but consistently proving that "Reading is the best school" and "The book is the protection for your soul".
Circulation: monthly.

WINGS
The magazine for youth—publication of the "Young Russia Reads" movement.

PUBLICATIONS

The issue of the information culture of a person is being developed rapidly in Russia. A new book entitled School Library as the Center of Forming the Information Culture of a Person was published. According to its author, Dr. N. Gendina:

Nowadays at the turn of the century a completely new concept for a library emerges, embracing its essence and its mission as a social institution. The perception of a library as an important element in the structure of a school, alongside considering a librarian as an equal participant of the school educational process, is closely tied to profound civilization changes which modern society has been undergoing. The two most important interrelated factors are: first and foremost, humanity entering the new level of its development—the information and knowledge society, secondly—profound changes in the world system of education.

information basket of pupil